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Summary  
This country report on Bulgaria’s nuclear installation decommissioning fund method-
ologies is the result of a review of the limited amount of public information that has 
been published on various internet sites. The Bulgarian authorities did not respond to 
requests to provide information for this report, have not yet completed the 2005 
Colenco questionnaire and currently appear unwilling to cooperate with the European 
Commission’s nuclear-related policy projects. 
Bulgaria’s main nuclear facility is the 100% state-owned six-unit NPP near Kozloduy. 
Safety concerns lead to an understanding with the European Commission in 1999 and 
as a result, units 1 and 2 (2 x 408 MW) were shut down on 31 December 2002. Acces-
sion negotiations with the EU led to a commitment by Bulgaria to ensure that Units 3 
and 4 (2 x 408 MW) shall be shut down by the end of 2006. Units 5 and 6 (2 x 953 
MW) remain in operation, have undergone extensive modernisation and are not ex-
pected to undergo early closure. 
Funding for future decommissioning and radioactive waste management activities 
(based on a percentage of the nuclear company’s income from electricity sales) started 
to be gathered in 2000. Contributions are paid into two state-controlled segregated ex-
ternal funds: a nuclear facilities decommissioning fund and a radioactive waste man-
agement fund. Funds have not been set aside to deal with future costs arising from 
nuclear activities that took place during the period 1974 – 1999. 
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The Kozloduy decommissioning support fund, to which the EU is the major contributor, 
provides substantial compensation for the early closure of Kozloduy units 1 – 4, 
through financial assistance for activities related to NPP decommissioning and 
strengthening Bulgaria’s energy sector. 
Decommissioning of the entire six-unit NPP near Kozloduy has been estimated to cost 
in the region of 2.6 billion Euro. The funds that will be collected during the plant’s life-
time, together with the financial contribution of the decommissioning support fund, total 
approximately half this amount, implying that the Bulgarian state will need to contribute 
a further 1.3 billion Euro to cover the period 1974 – 1999. 
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The Bulgarian government is committed to the future of nuclear power and in 2005, a 
decision was taken to build a further 2 x 1000 MW unit power plant at a site near 
Belene, where construction was aborted in 1991 due to a lack of funds. These units are 
expected to be completed by 2011 and 2013. Construction costs have been estimated 
at 2.68 billion Euro. 
In 2005, Bulgaria decided to construct a national repository for low and intermediate 
level radioactive waste, but plans for spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste are 
unclear. Spent fuel is currently repatriated to Russia for reprocessing, although re-
gional and international options for the storage and disposal of spent fuel and high-
level radioactive waste are being investigated. 
Insufficient information is currently available regarding decommissioning costs for Bul-
garia’s closed uranium mines. However, the Russian provider of nuclear fuel for Bul-
garia has suggested that if Bulgaria were to re-open it’s uranium mines, Russia would 
use the extracted ore to produce cheaper nuclear fuel for Bulgaria’s nuclear power 
plants. 
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1 Introduction and overview 
1.1 Overview 
Bulgaria has considerable reserves of low-grade coal (primarily lignite that has a low 
calorific value and high sulphur content) and relies heavily on imports for other primary 
energy supplies. Bulgaria imports all its petroleum, nuclear fuel, virtually all its gas and 
about 20% of its coal. According to Bulgaria’s national electricity company, in 2004, 
electricity was produced from coal (45%), nuclear (42%), hydro (7%), gas (4%) and oil 
(2%). 
Bulgaria’s Energy Strategy (2002) declares that the state’s general policy on the fu-
ture of nuclear power is to continue to supply a significant proportion of the country’s 
future energy needs through the use of nuclear energy. This policy is a key element in 
Bulgaria’s quest for security of supply of energy resources and for compliance with in-
ternational environmental protection agreements (e.g. on limiting emissions of green-
house gases, SOX, NOX and particulates). 
1.1.1 Installed nuclear power (the plant near Kozloduy) 
The most significant nuclear installation in Bulgaria is the Kozloduy nuclear power 
plant, operated by the 100% state-owned company, Kozloduy NPP plc. Until the end of 
2002, the plant had six units (units 1 – 4 are first-generation Russian PWRs - VVER-
440/230 models, each with a capacity of 408 MWe and units 5 & 6 are VVER-1000/320 
models each with a capacity of 953 MWe). Units 1 & 2 started commercial operation in 
1974 and 1975 respectively, units 3 & 4 in 1981 and 1982, and units 5 & 6 in 1988 and 
1993. Each of the six units was designed to operate for a 30 year period. 
On 31 December 2002, primarily as a result of safety concerns, units 1 & 2 were 
closed, in accordance with a government decision resulting from EU accession nego-
tiations and the offer of financial assistance for decommissioning and related issues. 
The Bulgarian Government and the European Commission also signed an understand-
ing, agreeing that units 3 & 4 would be shutdown in 2006. The closure commitments 
form an integral part (Article 30) of the Treaty concerning the accession of the Republic 
of Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union (see Annex 3). 
During the period 1991 – 1997 approximately 129 million Euro worth of work was car-
ried out on Kozloduy units 1 – 4, to improve safety and bring the units closer to interna-
tional standards, especially for units 3 & 4, in close consultation with the International 
Atomic Energy Agency, the World Association of Nuclear Operators and the European 
Commission. During the period 1998 – 2002, a more thorough modernisation was car-
ried out in line with International Atomic Energy Agency safety criteria, to bring the 
units into conformity with current world standards. This modernisation was only fully 
implemented on units 3 & 4, replacing control systems and other operational safety 
improvements. In total, more than 300 million Euro have been spent on modernising 
units 3 & 4. It is now argued that units 3 & 4 achieve levels of safety comparable with 
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reactors of a similar age in Western Europe. In 2003, the World Association of Nuclear 
Operators reported that the units met all necessary international standards for safe op-
eration, confirming the conclusion of the International Atomic Energy Agency Safety 
Review Mission conducted at Kozloduy in June 2002.  
The so-called "Peer Review" mechanism, under the auspices of the EU Council, moni-
tored the implementation status of recommendations contained in the June 2001 
Council Report on Nuclear Safety in the Context of Enlargement (and the subsequent 
Peer Review Status Report of June 2002). In April 2004, the Peer Review Report on 
Nuclear Safety in Bulgaria was adopted, concluding that most of the recommendations 
had already been implemented, that those remaining were progressing according to 
established schedules and that actions that still needed to be carried out seemed ade-
quate and feasible in terms of human and financial resources. The report did not con-
sider that further monitoring would be necessary. 
On February 26, 2003 the Bulgarian Nuclear Regulatory Agency issued a 10-year op-
erational license for unit 4 of Kozloduy NPP and on May 23, 2003 Kozloduy NPP plc. 
received an 8-year license from the Nuclear Regulatory Agency for the operation of 
unit 3. The licenses were issued based on the new Safe Use of Nuclear Energy Act 
and on the new Safety Analysis Report of units 3 & 4, developed after implementation 
of the complex program of upgrading measures at units, and submitted to the Regula-
tory Body at the end of June, 2002. Despite the fact that these new operational li-
censes expire in 2011 & 2013 respectively (based on a full 30-year operating life of the 
units) the Bulgarian government has re-confirmed its commitment to ensure the final 
closure of both units by the end of 2006. 
On 2 June 2006, Radio Bulgaria reported that Energy and Economy Minister, Rumen 
Ovcharov, told a forum on nuclear energy and ecology issues held in the city of Varna 
on the Black Sea, “The decommissioning of units 1 & 2 of the nuclear power plant near 
Kozloduy will begin at the end of the year. This will be a signal to our EU partners that 
Bulgaria has been fulfilling all commitments to this country’s EU accession”. He added 
that discussions about the closure of Kozloduy units 3 & 4 "create problems for Bul-
garia", but he was categorical that Bulgaria will fulfil its commitments for the closure of 
these power units. Bulgaria's future "lies in the construction of the Belene nuclear 
power plant", he said and stated that Bulgarian nuclear power production should be 
part of the global solution to energy problems. 
Also on 2 June 2006, EU Enlargement Commissioner Olli Rehn sent a letter to Bulgar-
ian authorities, insisting that the country accelerate the decommissioning of the oldest 
units (units 1 & 2) at the Kozloduy nuclear plant. Noting that the process must begin by 
the end of the year, he expressed concern over reports indicating preparations remain 
in a preliminary phase. 
Since 2001, Kozloduy units 5 & 6 have undergone a modernisation programme worth 
491 million Euro, aimed at improving the safety and reliability of the two units. The in-
vestment has been funded by sovereign guaranteed loans from Euroatom (212.5 mil-
lion Euro), Citibank (77 million USD) and Roseximbank (80 million USD) as well as 153 
million Euro from Bulgaria’s own funds. 
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1.1.2 New nuclear power (the plant near Belene) 
The Bulgarian Power Sector Least-Cost Development Plan 2004 – 2020 is based on 
the maximum use of indigenous energy resources, primarily lignite, through the reha-
bilitation of existing generating capacities and the construction of new capacities. Alter-
natives for additional power include the import of electricity and new generating capac-
ity from power plants based on nuclear energy, imported natural gas or imported hard 
coal. 
The Development Plan considers three scenarios for the construction of a new nuclear 
power plant at Belene, based, to varying extents, on making use of the infrastructure 
and equipment already in place. In early 2005, the Bulgarian government approved the 
construction of a new 2000 MWe nuclear power plant at Belene and has appointed an 
architect-engineer to oversee the re-design of the site. Work at the site began in 1980, 
but was aborted in 1991 due to a lack of funds. The total cost of the new plant has 
been estimated at 2.68 billion Euro, with the two redesigned 1000 MW reactor units 
being completed by 2011 and 2013. The construction project will be financed through 
public-private partnerships, with the state retaining 51% ownership. 
The Plan includes a number of development scenarios and indicates that after the clo-
sure of Kozloduy units 3 & 4 at the end of 2006, the backup electricity production ca-
pacity may fall below the permissible level during the period 2007 – 2008 and may 
need to be compensated by a better implementation of energy efficiency improvement 
programs and electricity imports. Despite the future commissioning of 600 MW of new 
lignite-fired capacity at Maritsa East and a 80 MW hydropower plant at Tzankov Ka-
mak, one scenario considers that a further 1000 MW of new capacity may still be re-
quired during the period after the closure of Kozloduy NPP units 3 & 4 and before the 
commissioning of a new nuclear power plant (i.e. during the period 2007 – 2010). 
However, this scenario does not seem to take into account the expected considerable  
increase in the load factor of Kozloduy units 5 and 6 (increasing the combined power 
output of the units by about 460 MW), as a result of their modernisation. Furthermore, 
the Plan considers that the need for commissioning further new nuclear capacities of 
between 1000 and 2000 MW may arise during the period 2010 – 2015, due to in-
creased electricity demand (forecast to increase by approximately 2% per year until 
2020) and the decommissioning of a number of old (primarily lignite-fired) thermal 
power plants as a result of restrictions imposed by the Large Combustion Plant Direc-
tive.  
1.1.3 Research reactor 
Bulgaria has one research reactor, the IRT-2000 research reactor, close to Sofia. It is a 
pool type reactor with power capacity of 2 MW using light water as moderator, coolant 
and above core reflector. It was designed in the former Soviet Union and commis-
sioned in 1961. In 1989, after 28 years of safe operation, the reactor was shut down, 
based on a recommendation of the Bulgarian Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy 
for Peaceful Purposes (that identified the difficulties involved in bringing the reactor up 
to current nuclear safety and radiation protection requirements). In 1999, Council of 
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Ministers’ Decision No. 332 ended the operation of IRT-2000. However, based on a 
detailed technical and economic analysis of the necessity of a research reactor and the 
justification of using available fresh fuel, in 2001 the Council of Ministers issued Deci-
sion nr. 552 for the reconstruction of the facility into a low power, low-enriched fuel 200 
kW research reactor. Works started on this conversion at the end of 2002. 
1.1.4 Uranium mines 
Uranium mining began in Bulgaria in 1946 at Bukhovo near Sofia. It was carried out by 
a Soviet-Bulgarian enterprise under Soviet management. From 1956, uranium mining 
was continued by the Bulgarian firm Redki Metali (Rare Metals), with input from Soviet 
consultants. All uranium production was exported to the former Soviet Union for proc-
essing, initially as ore, and, after the start of uranium mills at Bukhovo and Eleshnitza, 
as uranium concentrate. In return for the uranium deliveries, Bulgaria received fuel 
rods for the Kozloduy nuclear power plant. 
The first uranium mines in Bulgaria were underground mines. From 1979, in-situ leach-
ing was also applied, using wells, drilled form the surface. The leaching agent used in 
most cases was sulphuric acid. From 1981, in-situ leaching was also used to increase 
the yield from conventional underground mines. From 1981, 23 ore deposits were 
mined by conventional underground mining techniques, 17 by in-situ leaching from the 
surface, and 11 by in-situ leaching in combination with conventional mining techniques. 
In 1990, 70 % of the uranium produced was from in-situ leaching of very low-grade ore 
deposits (0.02 - 0.07 % uranium). In the years 1991 - 1992, 14,000 wells in 15 in-situ 
leaching fields were in operation. The total area used for in-situ leaching totalled six 
square kilometres. 
On 20 August 1992, the Bulgarian government decided to completely shut down all 
uranium mining activities, due to the high production cost of 62 USD per kilogram of 
uranium. 
According to local press reports in May 2006, the Bulgarian-Russian Intergovernmental 
Commission for Economic Co-operation recommended the re-opening of uranium 
mines in Bulgaria. A spokesman for the Russian corporation TVEL, the provider of nu-
clear fuel for Bulgaria, said that if the mines were re-opened, Russia would use the ex-
tracted ore to produce cheaper nuclear fuel for the Kozloduy nuclear power plant. He 
also stated that, considering the lack of uranium production world-wide, the re-opening 
and modernisation of the mines would be a wise investment and recommended that 
Bulgaria start exploring re-opening possibilities as soon as possible. 
1.2 Legal framework 
The legal basis for the financing of nuclear decommissioning in Bulgaria initially con-
sisted of a 1995 amendment to the Law on Peaceful Atomic Energy Use, which estab-
lished the Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund and the Fund for the Safe Storage 
of Radioactive Waste.  
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These two separate funds were established based on the facts that: 
• radioactive waste management is a much longer-term activity than the decom-
missioning of nuclear installations and  
• future new-build nuclear power plants would probably be constructed under 
public-private partnerships (meaning that future liabilities should no longer be 
100% attributed to the state). 
The Funds became active in 1999 after approval of Ordinance Nо 15, regarding the 
amount of contributions and the methodology for obtaining, spending and control of the 
Funds’ assets and for Fund management. The financial basis for determining the con-
tributions to the Funds was guided by the “polluter pays” principle. The National Elec-
tricity Company (and subsequently Kozloduy NPP Plc) started contributing to the 
Funds in 2000. 
The 2002 assessment report of the Council of the European Union Peer Review on 
Nuclear Safety in Bulgaria, recommended that, “Special attention should be given to 
the funding of the Radioactive Waste Storage programme”. 
The Law on Peaceful Atomic Energy Use was subsequently superseded by the Safe 
Use of Nuclear Energy Act (2002), which specified the rights and duties of licensees 
implementing radioactive waste and spent fuel management, and names the Nuclear 
Regulatory Agency as the authority to implement this regulation, including issuing au-
thorisations. The Act specifies that a state-owned radioactive waste company shall be 
formed (effective from 1 January 2004) and modifies the regulations for the Nuclear 
Facilities Decommissioning Fund and for radioactive waste management financing 
(both effective from 1 January 2003). The relevant articles of this Act of related to the 
nuclear facilities decommissioning fund and radioactive waste management financing 
are detailed in Annexes 1 and 2 respectively. 
The financing of these two funds is implemented through 2 Council of Ministers De-
crees: 
• Decree nr. 300 of 17 December 2003, which determines the procedure for as-
sessment, collection, spending and control of the Nuclear Facilities Decommis-
sioning Fund under the auspices of the Minister of Energy and Energy Re-
sources, and defines the amount of contributions due. The revenues of the 
Fund are collected mainly from contributions from nuclear facility operators, as 
well as from national budget resources. The Fund will be managed in a manner 
to assure that a nuclear facility permit holder’s annual decommissioning pro-
gram is implemented. 
• Decree nr. 301 of 17 December 2003, which determines the procedure for as-
sessment, collection, spending and control of the Radioactive Waste Fund un-
der auspices of the Minister of Energy and Energy Resources, and defines the 
amount of contributions due. The revenues of the Fund are collected mainly 
from contributions from legal and physical entities which, as a result of their ac-
tivities, generate radioactive waste that will be transferred to the state-owned 
“Radioactive waste” company, as well as from national budget resources. The 
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Fund will be managed in a manner to assure the implementation of radioactive 
waste management activities. 
The Safe Use of Nuclear Energy Act also states that: 
• licensees generating radioactive waste shall be obligated to deliver this waste 
to the Radioactive Waste State-Owned Company. 
• licensees shall be responsible for the safe management of radioactive waste 
from its generation until its delivery to the Company. 
• radioactive waste shall become state property from the time of its delivery to the 
Radioactive Waste State-Owned Company. 
1.3 Analysed facilities 
This report focuses on the decommissioning fund methodologies for the six-units of the 
Kozloduy nuclear power plant. 
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Table 1 Overview of nuclear installations in Bulgaria (Status: 05/2005) 
Nuclear  
facility 
Short 
name 
Country Kind of 
facility*
Output 
(Power 
in MWel 
for NPP)
First  
criticality 
(in case of 
reactors) 
Operational 
period 
Operating  
company 
Name of quoted 
companies 
holding shares 
in the nuclear 
facility, if any**
Percent-
age of 
shares 
held***  
[%] 
De-
comm. 
started 
in year 
De-
comm. 
stage****
Ana-
lysed 
in 
this 
report 
Kozoduy unit 1  BG NPP 408 June 1974 1974-2002 KOZLODUY 
NPP-plc 
Bulgarian State 
(Ministry of En-
ergy and Energy 
Resources) 
100% 2003 0 X 
Kozoduy unit 2  BG NPP 408 August 
1975 
1975-2002 KOZLODUY 
NPP-plc 
Bulgarian State 
(Ministry of En-
ergy and Energy 
Resources) 
100% 2003 0 X 
Kozoduy unit 3  BG NPP 408 December 
1980 
1981-2006 KOZLODUY 
NPP-plc 
Bulgarian State 
(Ministry of En-
ergy and Energy 
Resources) 
100% — Operat-
ing 
X 
Kozoduy unit 4  BG NPP 408 April 1982 1982-2006 KOZLODUY 
NPP-plc 
Bulgarian State 
(Ministry of En-
ergy and Energy 
Resources) 
100% — Operat-
ing 
X 
Kozoduy unit 5  BG NPP 953 November 
1987 
1988-today KOZLODUY 
NPP-plc 
Bulgarian State 
(Ministry of En-
ergy and Energy 
Resources) 
100% — Operat-
ing 
X 
Kozoduy unit 6  BG NPP 953 May 1991 1993-today KOZLODUY 
NPP-plc 
Bulgarian State 
(Ministry of En-
ergy and Energy 
Resources) 
100% — Operat-
ing 
X 
IRT Sofia  BG RR (2 MWth) 1961 1961-1989 The Institute for 
Nuclear Re-
search and Nu-
clear Energy 
(INRNE) 
— — — Recon-
struc-
tion 
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Uranium mines — BG Mines 
and 
leaching 
facilities 
— — 1946-1992 Various including 
Redki metali Ltd 
— — — —  
* Kind of facility: NPP = Nuclear Power Plant RR = Research Reactor  
 
** Quoted: quoted on the stock exchange. Quoted companies directly or indirectly owning the nuclear installation or at least a part of it.  
*** Percentage of direct or indirect shares held by companies quoted on the stock exchange.  
**** Decomm. = Decommissioning. Decommissioning stages:  
 
Operating: Still in operation; not shut down yet     
 0 Decommissioning announced  
                    1 Decommissioning to stage 1     
 2 Decommissioning to stage 2 
 3 Decommissioning to stage 3     
 3*Decommissioning to stage 3 without civil engineering  
                   -x Decommissioning in progress towards stage x  
 
Complementary information 
a partly converted into a museum      
b converted into a spent fuel facility  
c Equipment dismantled, building to be reused   
d  Contains damaged fuel elements  
e Chimney being partly dismantled 
f used as radioactive waste store    
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2 Decommissioning strategies and costs 
2.1 Current and past decommissioning activities 
2.1.1 Decommissioning strategy 
Bulgaria’s general policy on nuclear decommissioning is the result of a number of fea-
sibility studies carried out in the 1990s. Initially both immediate decommissioning and 
deferred dismantling were considered as viable strategies. A second study, including 
undertaking a material inventory and cost estimates, considered immediate decommis-
sioning, entombment and three variants of deferred dismantling (entire facility, radioac-
tive objects or reactor cavity). Influencing factors (such as no specific decommissioning 
regulations, no mechanisms in place for the collection of decommissioning funds and 
the fact that the six reactors would reach the end of their designed life at different times 
even though they shared some key systems) were taken into account. 
The resulting conclusion was that the dismantling of the nuclear power plant’s radioac-
tive items should be deferred for 70 years. However, an agreement was later reached 
with the European Commission concerning early shut down and decommissioning at 
Kozloduy. The deferral strategy was reviewed, leading to a revised solution in which 
the deferral period was shortened from 70 to 35 years, as limited benefit from radioac-
tive decay was foreseen after 35 years. 
The decommissioning plan for Kozloduy units 1 & 2 began in 2003 and consists of the 
following stages: 
• Final shutdown – duration 3 years 
• Preparation for safe enclosure - duration 2 years 
• Safe enclosure term - duration 35 years 
• Postponed dismantling (liquidation of safe enclosure) – the term has not been 
evaluated due to the difficulty in evaluating activities 40 years into the future, 
however, according to expert evaluation, using current methods for dismantling 
and demolition, the duration would be approximately 10 years. 
The decommissioning of Kozloduy Units 3 & 4 is expected to begin in 2010-2012 and 
will follow the same decommissioning plan as for units 1 & 2. 
A Decommissioning Division of Kozolduy NPP Plc was established in 2000 with the 
aim of ensuring safety during the management and implementation of all necessary 
preparatory and decommissioning activities for units 1 & 2. 
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2.1.2 Waste disposal options 
Initially, all spend fuel was stored at Kozloduy for a period of three years before being 
sent back to the former Soviet Union, free of charge and free of subsequent obliga-
tions. In 1988 Moscow suspended the agreement. The spent fuel was held at the 
Kozloduy on-site interim wet storage facility which, due to the accumulation of spent 
fuel being stored, was extended and is now being supplemented by an on-site dry 
storage facility. Following a 1998 agreement, Russia now accepts Bulgarian spent fuel 
for reprocessing, but in order to comply with Russian environmental legislation, has 
imposed the condition that the high-level radioactive waste resulting from reprocessing 
the fuel be returned to Bulgaria at some time in the future. Bulgaria now pays Russia 
620,000 USD per tonne of spent nuclear fuel repatriated for reprocessing and accord-
ing to Bulgaria’s National Strategy for Safe Management of Spent Fuel and Radioac-
tive Waste, approved in 1999, the costs of transporting spent fuel from Kozloduy to 
Russia are estimated to be 68 million USD per year1.  
The construction of a spent fuel storage facility, designed for the long-term storage of 
spent nuclear fuel from the WWER-440 and WWER-1000 reactors was granted a ten 
year operating licence in 2004, on the condition that a long-term programme for spent 
nuclear fuel transportation is developed. 
Bulgaria’s future plans for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel are unclear. Repatriation to 
Russia is currently the only viable option, but the Kozloduy NPP is one of the founding 
members of ARIUS – an international association with the mission to promote the con-
cept of safe, secure, economic and politically and socially acceptable regional and in-
ternational storage and disposal of spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste. Bul-
garia also participates in the ARIUS–initiated SAPIERR project – support action for a 
pilot initiative for European Regional Repositories – which has received support from 
the European Commission’s Sixth Framework Programme on research. 
In 2005, based on the 1999 Strategy for Safe Management of Spent Fuel and Radioac-
tive Waste, the Government of Bulgaria took the decision to construct a national re-
pository for low and intermediate level waste by the year 2015. 
2.1.3 Decommissioning cost estimates 
During the period 1994-95, a comprehensive study was performed by a Bulgarian 
company in close cooperation with its affiliates in Russia and Slovak Republic. The 
study aimed at making a precise material inventory of the nuclear power units and also 
to make a preliminary cost estimation of their decommissioning. The results have been 
compared with the similar studies in countries operating WWER-440 reactors and good 
correlations have been noted. As a result of this study, and according to a 2003 Nu-
clear Energy Agency publication Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants. Policies, 
Strategies and Costs, the total decommissioning costs for Kozloduy units 1 & 2 was 
                                                
1 Note that without additional information from the Bulgarian authorities, it is unclear whether the costs for 
transporting and reprocessing the spent nuclear fuel are paid directly from Kozloduy NPP Plc, from the 
state budget or from the decommissioning or radioactive waste management fund. 
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estimated to be 377 million USD. Insufficient information is available to detail what was 
included in this estimate, although the cost breakdowns presented in sections 3.1.1 
and 3.1.2 do provide a partial insight. 
At the end of May 2005, a forecast for the resources required for decommissioning all 
six Kozloduy NPP units, site decontamination and the management of the high-level 
radioactive waste that will remain on the site after the sixth unit is shut down, totalled 
2.6 billion Euro2. Based on this assessment, the annual instalments to the Nuclear De-
commissioning Fund were increased from 8% to 15% of the Kozloduy NPP annual in-
come from electricity sales, in order to collect the necessary funds in a shorter time 
frame. 
The Kozloduy NPP also pays 3% of the average market price of its power into a radio-
active waste management fund managed by the Minister for Energy and Energy Re-
sources. 
 
 
                                                
2 Note that without additional information from the Bulgarian authorities, it is unclear whether all spent nu-
clear fuel is expected to be repatriated to Russia or if Bulgaria is considering other options for spent fuel 
and high-level radioactive waste disposal. It is therefore unclear whether this cost estimate includes 
spent fuel management. 
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Table 2 Overview on decommissioning costs for Kozloduy unit 1 (408 MWel) in Bulgaria (in prices of 2004) 
Decommissioning activity Years the 
activity took 
place / is 
expected to 
take place 
Total decom-
missioning 
costs  
[Mio. Euro] 
Annuity of de-
commissioning 
costs in relation 
to output over 
lifetime 
[ct/kWh; 4%] 
Remarks  
Facility shutdown and pre-decommissioning activities  2003 – 2010 N/A — Insufficient information available 
Spent fuel management (interim storage, reprocess-
ing, waste solidification, storage processed waste 
streams and disposal of high level waste or spent fuel 
as such covering the whole lifetime of the NPP) 
1990 -  N/A — Insufficient information available 
Management of other (low and intermediate) radioac-
tive wastes arising from reprocessing, and storage 
and disposal of these wastes covering the whole life-
time of the NPP 
1992 -  N/A — Insufficient information available 
Management of other radioactive waste from opera-
tion of the NPP (processing, storage and disposal of 
low and intermediate level waste from operation) cov-
ering the whole llifetime of the NPP 
1992 -  N/A — Insufficient information available 
Safe enclosure 2010 – 2045 N/A — Insufficient information available 
Dismantling (nuclear) and decontamination activities 2045 – 2055 N/A — Insufficient information available 
Decommissioning waste management (processing, 
storage and disposal of radioactive waste from de-
commissioning) 
2045 – 2055 N/A — Insufficient information available 
Decommissioning of non-radioactive parts (conven-
tional dismantling) 
2045 – 2055 N/A — Insufficient information available 
Site restoration, cleanup and landscape 2045 – 2055 N/A — Insufficient information available 
Supporting programmes for employees N/A N/A — Insufficient information available 
Supporting programmes for regional development 2001 - 2010 N/A — Insufficient information available 
TOTAL     
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2.2 Future decommissioning strategies 
Future decommissioning strategies are not expected to change significantly from those 
already in place (i.e. deferred dismantling). However, alternative storage and disposal 
options for spent nuclear fuel are being investigated, including local and regional (in-
ternational) repositories. 
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Table 3 Expected total costs of future decommissioning of nuclear installations in Bulgaria (in prices of 2004) 
Short name of 
nuclear facility 
 
Kind of facility: 
NPP = nuclear 
power plant 
RR = Research 
reactors 
Others: please 
specify 
Years decom-
missioning ac-
tivities are ex-
pected to take 
place 
Total de-
commission-
ing costs 
estimated 
[Mio. Euro] 
Annuity of esti-
mated decommis-
sioning costs in 
relation to output 
over lifetime  
[ct/kWh for NPP; 
4%] 
Remarks  
Kozoduy unit 1 NPP 2003 – 2056 N/A  
Kozoduy unit 2 NPP 2003 – 2056 N/A  
Kozoduy unit 3 NPP 2011 – 2064 N/A Insufficient information available 
Kozoduy unit 4 NPP 2011 – 2064 N/A  
Kozoduy unit 5 NPP 2025 – 2078 N/A  
Kozoduy unit 6 NPP 2025 - 2078 
 
 
2600 
N/A  
IRT Sofia RR N/A N/A N/A  
Uranium mine Uranium mine N/A N/A N/A  
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3 Funds and fund management 
3.1 Setting aside funds 
3.1.1 The Bulgarian nuclear waste programme 
The financial objectives for funding the Bulgarian nuclear waste programme are to: 
• collect sufficient financial resources during the operating life of the nuclear 
power plant to cover all expenses related to: decommissioning the units; the 
long-term management of conventional and radioactive waste from the decom-
missioning of the units; the safe, long-term management of the spent fuel. 
• assure that the fund is independent, that the assets are managed in a transpar-
ent way and that they are managed in a way, according to the legislation in 
force, that ensures their profitability 
• assure that expenditures are under control and that the financial resources are 
directed towards reasonable purposes in compliance with the contributions to 
the funds. 
The Bulgarian nuclear waste programme collects contributions for managing the radio-
active waste generated by the Kozloduy NPP (as well as waste from industry, agricul-
ture and other areas) and the decommissioning of the units. Contributions are primarily 
collected from the Kozloduy NPP operating company. Legal entities financed by the 
state budget (such as the research reactor, hospitals, etc) are exempt from paying 
these contributions. With a view to accelerating the collection of the necessary financial 
resources during the first years, contributions from the state budget were also envis-
aged, although funding data suggests that no such contributions have been made to 
date. 
The amount of the contributions was determined on the basis of approximate calcula-
tions mentioned in the report “Management of Radioactive Waste in Bulgaria” prepared 
under a PHARE project, contract No: BG9107-02-04-01. 
Since 1999, the price of electricity produced from the Kozloduy NPP has included all 
inherent costs, namely 8% of the electricity price for decommissioning, 3% for the ra-
dioactive waste management fund and 7% for spent fuel management during operation 
(i.e. before the spent fuel is returned to Russia for reprocessing). However, as a result 
of a detailed decommissioning cost estimate in 2001, the rate of payment into the na-
tional decommissioning fund was increased from 8% to 15% of the plant’s income from 
electricity sales. 
In 2003, approximately 58 million Euro had been collected for the radioactive waste 
fund and approximately 226 million Euro had been collected for the decommissioning 
fund (44 million from the operation of units 1 & 2, 57 million from units 3 & 4 and 124 
million from units 5 & 6). At the time, estimates indicated that by 2006, units 3 & 4 
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would have contributed approximately 120 million Euro, and units 5 & 6 256 million 
Euro. 
According to the annual reports of Kozloduy NPP Plc, contributions from Kozloduy 
NPP Plc to the Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund and Safe Management of 
Radioactive Waste Fund amounted to 127 million BGN (approximately 65 million Euro) 
in 2004 and 117 million BGN (approximately 60 million Euro) in 2005. 
Contributions to both funds will be halved from 1 January 2007, based on a decision by 
Bulgaria’s Council of Ministers. 
Information presented during a seminar on the Council of the European Union’s peer 
review on nuclear safety in Bulgaria (17-19 November 2003) states that Bulgaria ex-
pects to contribute the following amounts towards the expenses of decommissioning 
nuclear facilities and maintaining the safety of radioactive waste facilities. 
 
 Million Euro 
General decommissioning expenses 2008-2010 37.990  
General decommissioning expenses 2011-2045 3.674 
Safe enclosure and dismantling 2008-2010 5.370 
Safe enclosure and dismantling 2011-2045 10.956 
New installation / adaptation 2008-2010 6.745 
Radioactive waste management 2008-2010 15.096 
Radioactive waste management 2011-2045 4.151 
Spent fuel storage facility 1990-2003 24.100 
Spent fuel transportation back to Russia 2001-2003 39.700 
RAW treatment and storage facility at Kozolduy 1992-2003 23.800 
RAW storage facility at Novi Han 1999-2003 9.500 
Total 181.082 
3.1.2 The Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund 
Safety concerns regarding the original design of Kozloduy units 1 – 4, and Bulgaria’s 
pending accession to the European Union, lead to a political understanding with the 
European Commission in 1999. As a result, units 1 & 2 were shut down for decommis-
sioning in December 2002 and units 3 & 4 are scheduled to be shut down for decom-
missioning at the end of 2006. 
The EC Phare “Special Programme to Support the Decommissioning of Nuclear Power 
Plants and Consequential Measures in the Energy Sector” is worth 200 million Euro. 
In addition, the European Commission and other western European donors offered the 
Bulgarian government 140 million Euro worth of further assistance to cope with the 
early closure of the plant and the development of a competitive energy sector. In June 
2001, the Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund was established at 
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the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Donors recognised the need 
to compensate for the loss of electricity generating capacity in Bulgaria resulting from 
the loss of the four Kozloduy units and so they allocated almost half of the Fund to 
strengthening the country’s energy sector. 
The Fund finances and co-finances selected projects for two main purposes: 
• To support the decommissioning of Kozloduy nuclear power plant units 1-4, 
particularly through the provision of facilities for the storage and treatment of 
spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste in a safe and cost effective manner; 
• To address issues in the energy sector related to the closure of units 1-4 (mod-
ernisation of the conventional energy production, transmission and distribution 
sectors in Bulgaria; improvements in energy efficiency, use of renewable en-
ergy sources and security of energy supply). 
Within the framework of Bulgaria’s accession negotiations, the EU Member States 
agreed to a further 210 million Euro of assistance, to be committed in three equal an-
nual tranches of 70 million Euro for the years 2007, 2008 and 2009. In total, the finan-
cial assistance in support of the decommissioning efforts at the Kozloduy nuclear 
power plant, allocated under the principle of solidarity, amounts to 550 million Euro for 
the period 2000-2009. 
Information from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, together 
with information presented during a seminar on the Council of the European Union’s 
peer review on nuclear safety in Bulgaria (17-19 November 2003), indicate that the 
following amounts have currently been allocated towards the expenses of supporting 
the decommissioning of nuclear facilities, maintaining the safety of radioactive waste 
facilities and addressing energy sector issues related to the closure of Kozloduy units 
1-4. 
 Million Euro 
Decommissioning preparation 2003-2008 13.300 
Contribution to spent fuel interim storage facility 2003-2008 47.200 
RAW treatment and storage at Kozloduy 1992-1998 6.600 
RAW storage facility at Novi Han 2003-2005 1.400 
Grant for industrial energy efficiency and renewables 10.000 
Grant for residential energy efficiency and renewables 10.000 
Grant towards rehabilitation of Sofia district heating network 30.000 
Grant towards new electricity meters in private households 3.000 
Total 121.500 
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3.2 Management of funds 
3.2.1 The Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund 
The Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund is a segregated external fund, very 
much under state control. The financial resources are centralised in a Bulgarian Na-
tional Bank account, opened in the name of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Re-
sources. The Fund is managed by the Bulgarian National Bank. 
The Fund is governed by a Management Board, chaired by the Minister of Energy and 
Energy Resources, and consisting of a Deputy Minister of Finance, a Deputy Minister 
of Health, a Deputy Minister of Economy, a Deputy Minister of Environment and Water, 
a Deputy Minister of Regional Development and Public Works, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Agency Chairman, a representative of the licensees operating NPPs, and the Director 
of the Institute of Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy with the Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences. 
The annual report of the Fund’s activities is submitted to the Bulgarian Council of Min-
isters. 
3.2.2 The Radioactive Waste Management Fund 
The Radioactive Waste Management Fund is a segregated external fund, very much 
under state control, almost identical to the Decommissioning Fund, with the exception 
of the members of the Management Board. The financial resources are centralised in a 
Bulgarian National Bank account, opened in the name of the Ministry of Energy and 
Energy Resources. The Fund is managed by the Bulgarian National Bank. 
The Fund is governed by a Management Board, chaired by the Minister of Energy and 
Energy Resources, and consisting of representatives of the Ministry of Energy and En-
ergy Resources, the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works, the Ministry 
of Environment and Waters, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry 
of Economy, the Nuclear Regulatory Agency and the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 
designated by the competent ministers or governing bodies. 
The annual report of the Fund’s activities is submitted to the Bulgarian Council of Min-
isters. 
3.2.3 The Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund 
The Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund is a ring-fenced external 
fund, managed by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s nuclear 
safety team. 
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3.3 Special cases: Fall-back option and transfer of ownership 
Currently the Bulgarian state is responsible for the provision of decommissioning in the 
case of early shutdown or if the operator is not able to financially provide for the total 
costs of decommissioning. 
Any decommissioning and radioactive waste management funds that have been col-
lected from the operator will remain under state control. Funds are managed by the 
Bulgarian National Bank (and therefore the Fund Manager cannot become insolvent). 
In a special case of solidarity, the European Union and other western European donors 
that expressed concerns about the safety of Kozloduy units 1-4, have provided sup-
plementary funds to assist with early shutdown. 
Kozloduy NPP Plc is a 100% state owned company. There are currently no plans for 
privatisation and so all liabilities and responsibilities remain with the state. Plans for a 
future new-build nuclear power plant at Belene involve a public-private partnership. 
Under current legislation, the Bulgarian state would be liable for any financial resource 
shortfall in the decommissioning and radioactive waste management funds, in the case 
of an early shut down at Belene. 
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Table 4 Base for decommissioning funds required 
Short name of 
nuclear facility 
 
Kind of facil-
ity: 
NPP = nuclear 
power plant 
RR = Re-
search reac-
tors 
Others: 
please specify 
Please check 
if decommis-
sioning funds 
are based on 
overnight / 
undiscounted 
decommis-
sioning costs 
Please check 
if decommis-
sioning funds 
are based on 
net present 
value / dis-
counted de-
commission-
ing costs 
Discount rate 
used for dis-
counting, if 
any 
Reference date 
used for dis-
counting 
Remarks  
Kozoduy unit 1 NPP N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
Kozoduy unit 2 NPP N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
Kozoduy unit 3 NPP N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
Kozoduy unit 4 NPP N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
Kozoduy unit 5 NPP N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
Kozoduy unit 6 NPP N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
IRT Sofia RR N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
Uranium mine Uranium mine N/A N/A N/A N/A No information currently available. 
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Table 5 Decommissioning funds accumulated in relation to expected total costs of future decommissioning of nuclear installations in Bulgaria (in prices of 2004) 
Short name of 
nuclear facility 
 
Kind of facil-
ity: 
NPP = nuclear 
power plant 
RR = Re-
search reac-
tors 
Others: 
please specify 
Total decom-
missioning 
costs esti-
mated 
[Mio. Euro] 
Provisions  
accumulated 
by 31-12-2004
[Mio. Euro] 
Provisions 
accumulated 
in relation to 
expected 
costs  
[%] 
Years of opera-
tion until 31-12-
2004 in relation 
to total ex-
pected lifetime 
[%] 
Remarks  
Kozoduy unit 1 NPP  
Kozoduy unit 2 NPP  
Kozoduy unit 3 NPP  
Kozoduy unit 4 NPP  
Kozoduy unit 5 NPP  
Kozoduy unit 6 NPP 
2.6 billion Euro 
550 million 
Euro from EU + 
280 million 
Euro in de-
comm. funds + 
69 million Euro 
in radioactive 
waste man-
agement funds 
35 % 21/30 as a rough weighted average 
of the 6 plants. 
 
IRT Sofia RR      
Uranium mine? Uranium mine      
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Table 6 Management of decommissioning funds in Bulgaria  
Short name 
of nuclear 
facility 
 
Kind of facil-
ity: 
NPP = nu-
clear power 
plant 
RR = Re-
search reac-
tors 
Others: 
please spec-
ify 
Provisions  
accumulated 
by 31-12-2004
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
has been 
accumulated 
within the 
own assets 
of the opera-
tor of the 
facility or its 
mother com-
pany 
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
has been 
accumulated 
by the opera-
tor of the 
facility or its 
mother com-
pany within a 
separated 
account / 
segregated 
fund 
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
has been 
accumulated 
in an external 
fund under 
public con-
trol 
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
has been 
accumulated 
in an exter-
nal fund 
under mixed 
private-
public con-
trol 
[Mio. Euro] 
Share of 
funds the 
operator of 
the facility 
can access 
for other 
activities 
until the 
funds are 
needed for 
their original 
decommis-
sioning pur-
pose 
[%] 
Remarks 
EBRD funds 
for Kozoduy 1 
to 4 
NPP 550 million 
Euro 
  550 million 
Euro 
 0  
Decomm. 
Funds for 
Kozoduy 1 - 6 
NPP 280 million 
Euro 
 280 million 
Euro 
  0  
Radwaste 
Man. Funds 
for Kozoduy 1-
6 
NPP 69 million 
Euro 
 69 million 
Euro 
  0  
IRT Sofia RR       Not enough information 
Uranium 
mines 
Uranium mine       Not enough information 
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Table 7 Investment of decommissioning funds until they are used for their original purpose 
Short name of 
nuclear facility 
 
Kind of facil-
ity: 
NPP = nu-
clear power 
plant 
RR = Re-
search reac-
tors 
Others: 
please spec-
ify 
Provisions  
accumulated 
by 31-12-
2004 
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
have been 
invested in 
secure state 
bonds 
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
have been 
invested in 
other assets 
with fixed 
interest rates
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
have been 
lent to asso-
ciated or 
joined com-
panies or to 
third parties 
[Mio. Euro] 
… of which 
have been 
invested in 
other means 
(shares, 
mergers & 
acquisitions, 
etc.)  
[Mio. Euro] 
Interest on 
invested 
financial 
means from 
decommis-
sioning 
funds in 
2004 
[%] 
Interest on 
invested 
financial 
means from 
decommis-
sioning 
funds in 
period 2000-
2004 
[%] 
Remarks 
EBRD funds for 
Kozoduy 1 to 4 
NPP 550 million 
Euro 
      Held by the EBRD 
Decomm. Funds 
for Kozoduy 1 - 6 
NPP 280 million 
Euro 
      Held by the Bul-
garian national 
bank. Currently 
no information on 
interest rate. 
Radwaste Man. 
Funds for Kozoduy 
1-6 
NPP 69 million 
Euro 
      Held by the Bul-
garian national 
bank. Currently 
no information on 
interest rate. 
IRT Sofia RR         
Uranium mine? Uranium mine         
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4 Transparency of the funding schemes to the public 
The closure, decommissioning and funding of nuclear power plants in Bulgaria is cur-
rently a rather delicate issue. The Bulgarian authorities have not provided information 
for this report, have not yet completed the Colenco questionnaire and appear unwilling 
to cooperate with nuclear-related projects of the European Commission. 
Very little information about the funding schemes is publicly available. The required 
contribution to the Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund and the Safe Manage-
ment of Radioactive Waste Fund (expressed as a percentage of the annual income 
from electricity sales) from Kozloduy NPP Plc is based on a decision by Bulgaria’s 
Council of Ministers, published in the Official Journal of Bulgaria. Recently the annual 
reports of Kozloduy NPP Plc have started to state the amount of annual contributions 
to these funds. In addition, the annual reports of the Nuclear Facilities Decommission-
ing Fund and the Radioactive Waste Management Fund are submitted to the Bulgarian 
Council of Ministers. 
Under the current situation, with 100% state-ownership of Kozloduy NPP, the public is 
aware that all responsibilities and liabilities for decommissioning are attributed to the 
state. 
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5 Stakeholder analysis 
The main stakeholders with regard to decommissioning financing are currently: 
• The Decommissioning Division of Kozloduy NPP Plc  
• The Bulgarian Nuclear Regulatory Agency 
• The Management Board of the decommissioning fund: 
- the Minister of Energy and Energy Resources 
- a Deputy Minister of Finance 
- a Deputy Minister of Health 
- a Deputy Minister of Economy 
- a Deputy Minister of Environment and Water 
- a Deputy Minister of Regional Development and Public Works 
- the Nuclear Regulatory Agency Chairman 
- a representative of the licensees operating NPPs 
- the Director of the Institute of Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy with the 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
• The European Commission (through EC PHARE programme support). 
• The European Community, joined by Denmark, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland and the United Kingdom, who have contributed to the Kozloduy Inter-
national Decommissioning Support Fund. 
• The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development who manage the 
Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund. 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 
Under current conditions (100% state ownership) the Bulgarian state is responsible for 
the decommissioning and radioactive waste management for all its historical nuclear 
power plant operation. However, the gathering of funds for nuclear decommissioning 
(and for radioactive waste management) started in 2000, twenty-six years after Bul-
garia’s first nuclear power plant reactor started commercial operation. 
Fund contributions are based on a percentage of the value of electricity sales from 
Kozloduy NPP, but it was envisaged that the state would make a substantial initial 
payment to the Funds to compensate for the absence of contributions during the period 
1974 – 1999. To date, the state does not appear to have made such a contribution. 
Based on agreements with the European Commission, units 1 & 2 were shut down two 
and three years earlier than anticipated (taking into account the planned 30 year opera-
tional lifetime of the units). Closing down units 3 & 4 at the end of 2006 will end the 
production of electricity from these units five and six years earlier than anticipated. 
 
Kozloduy
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6
Commercial operation Early shutdown
1993
1988
1982
1981
2023
2 years early
3 years early
5 years early
6 years early
Gathering of decommissioning fundsAbsence of decommissioning funds  
2002 20061980 1990 2020
2018
1974
1975
 
 
As compensation for early shutdown, the Kozloduy decommissioning support fund is 
worth 550 million Euro, with almost half being allocated to strengthening Bulgaria’s en-
ergy sector. If units 1 – 4 had not been required to close early, the decommissioning 
and radioactive waste management funds would have benefited from a combined addi-
tional contribution of (approximately) 100 million Euro (assuming that contributions to 
the funds would have been halved from 1 January 2007 onwards, in accordance with 
the decision of Bulgaria’s Council of Ministers). 
Under current early closure agreements, at the end of 2006, the Kozloduy NPP will 
have contributed approximately 385 million Euro to the Decommissioning Fund and 
approximately 90 million Euro to the Radioactive Waste Fund. If the contributions to the 
Funds are halved for the rest of the operational life of the remaining two units (units 5 & 
6) and the units continue to produce similar amounts of electricity as in recent years 
until the end of their operational life, in 2023, neglecting inflation, Kozloduy NPP will 
have contributed approximately 645 million Euro to the Decommissioning Fund and 
approximately 142 million Euro to the Radioactive Waste Fund. 
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Without additional funding, the amount of financial support that will become available 
for decommissioning and radioactive waste management for the Kozloduy nuclear 
power plant appears to be approximately half the 2.6 billion Euro cost estimate. The 
outstanding 1.3 billion Euro corresponds, almost exactly, to the amount of contributions 
that would have been gathered if the historical contributions from units 1 – 6 were 
equal to those gathered today (i.e. approximately 10 million Euro per year per unit for 
units 1 – 4 and approximately 21.5 million Euro per year per unit for units 5 & 6). 
1.3 billion Euro, even if collected over several years, would place a significant burden 
on Bulgaria’s state budget. Consideration should be given to setting aside these out-
standing contributions over an extended period of time and also to safe investment 
mechanisms that will inflation-proof the funds until they are required. 
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http://www.kznpp.org 
Bulgarian Nuclear Regulatory Agency 
http://www.bnsa.bas.bg/ 
Bulgarian Atomic Forum (BULATOM) 
http://www.bulatom-bg.org 
Bulgarian Ministry of Economy and Energy 
http://www.mi.government.bg 
World Nuclear Association 
http://www.world-nuclear.org 
Bulgarian National Electricity Company 
http://www.nek.bg 
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Annex 1 – Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund 
(Effective as from 1 January 2003) 
Article 48 
A Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund, hereinafter referred to as "the Fund," shall 
be established under auspices of the Minister of Energy and Energy Resources for the 
purpose of financing activities relating to decommissioning of nuclear facilities. 
Article 49 
(1) The revenues of the Fund shall be raised, accounted and centralised in the Single 
Budget Account System through use of a separate transit account, opened in the 
name of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources within the Bulgarian National 
Bank, from the following sources: 
1. contributions from nuclear facility operators, in amount specified by the Council 
of Ministers; 
2. national budget resources, allocated annually by the National Budget Act for the 
relevant year; 
3. interest accruing on the management of the financial resources raised in the 
Fund and on overdue payments of the contributions referred to in Item 1; 
4. donations; 
5. other revenues accruing as a result of management of Fund financial re-
sources. 
(2) Legal entities financed by the state budget shall be exempt from payment of contri-
butions referred to in Item 1 of Paragraph (1). 
(3) The contributions to the Fund, referred to in Item 1 of Paragraph (1), shall be al-
lowed as running operating expenses deductible for taxation purposes and as eco-
nomically justified costs for the purposes of pricing according to the Energy and 
Energy Efficiency Act. 
(4) The contributions referred to in Item 1 of Paragraph (1) shall be public state receiv-
ables, which shall be ascertained and collected by the tax administration according 
to the procedure established by the Taxation Procedure Code. 
Article 50 
(1) The financial resources of the Fund shall be expended solely for the purpose of 
financing nuclear facilities decommissioning activities, including: 
1. the annual programme of the licensee, operating the nuclear facility, which is 
being under decommissioning; 
2. expenses on the storage and disposal of radioactive waste generated as a re-
sult from the decommissioning activities; 
3. management of the Fund; 
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4. other activities, provided for in the law and associated with the safe decommis-
sioning. 
(2) The expenditures covered under Paragraph (1) shall be provided for annually within 
the budget of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources and shall be effected 
by means of assignment of a unique payment code in the System for Electronic 
Budget Payments. 
(3) Any unutilised portion of the financial resources accruing under Article 49 herein, 
including resources brought forward, shall be accounted for as off-balance sheet 
items. Any such resources shall constitute an integral part of the Single Account 
and shall be expended solely in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
(4) The financial resources of the Fund shall be kept at the Bulgarian National Bank 
and shall be managed according to a procedure provided for in an agreement be-
tween the Fund Management Board of and the Bank, approved by the Minister of 
Finance. 
Article 51 
(1) A Management Board consisting of nine members, including a Chairman shall gov-
ern the Fund. 
(2) The Minister of Energy and Energy Resources shall chair the Management Board. 
(3) Any person, who has been sentenced for an offence or who is a spouse or a lineal 
or collateral relative up to the fourth degree of consanguinity or a relative by mar-
riage up to the third degree of affinity inclusive to any other member of the execu-
tive bodies of the Fund, shall be ineligible for membership of the Management 
Board. 
Article 52 
(1) Members of the Fund Management Board shall be a Deputy Minister of Finance, a 
Deputy Minister of Health, a Deputy Minister of Economy, a Deputy Minister of En-
vironment and Water, a Deputy Minister of Regional Development and Public 
Works, the NRA Chairman, a representative of the licensees operating NPPs, and 
the Director of the Institute of Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy with the Bul-
garian Academy of Sciences. 
(2) The ministers covered under Paragraph (1) shall designate the representatives 
thereof to the Fund Management Board. 
(3) The Management Board Chairman shall issue an order designating by name all 
members. 
Article 53 
(1) The Management Board shall meet at least once in three months. 
(2) Any meeting of the Management Board shall be considered as legal if not less than 
two-thirds of the members thereof are present. 
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(3) The Management Board shall make decisions by open ballot and by a simple ma-
jority of the total number of members thereof. 
Article 54 
(1) The Management Board shall: 
1. adopt Rules of Organisation and Operation of the Fund; 
2. adopt a draft budget, accompanied by a report and estimates specifying the 
particular revenues and expenditures of the Fund for each budget year; 
3. distribute and allocate financial resources for implementation of decommission-
ing related activities and projects in accordance with licensees decommission-
ing programmes; 
4. control the expedient spending of the financial resources in the Fund; 
5. conclude contracts for management of the financial resources of the Fund with 
the Bulgarian National Bank in co-ordination with the Minister of Finance; 
6. submit an annual report for its activities to the Council of Ministers; 
7. perform any other functions associated with the management of the Fund, in 
compliance with the effective statutory legislation. 
(2) The draft budget of the Fund, as adopted by the Management Board, shall be in-
corporated into the draft budget of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources 
and shall be submitted to the Ministry of Finance according to the procedure estab-
lished by the National Budget Procedures Act. 
Article 55 
The procedure for ascertainment, collection, spending and control of the financial re-
sources, as well as the amount of contributions due, shall be established by a regula-
tion adopted by the Council of Ministers on a motion by the Minister of Energy and En-
ergy Resources and the Minister of Finance. 
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Annex 2 – Radioactive waste management financing 
(Effective as from 1 January 2003) 
Article 90 
Licensees generating radioactive waste shall meet all expenses incurred in connection 
with management of radioactive waste from its waste generation to its disposal, includ-
ing monitoring of repositories after closure and the necessary tests and improvements 
by: 
1. reserving funds that would be necessary for waste generation to the expendi-
tures as shall be necessary for safe storage of the radioactive waste from the 
point of waste generation to the point of delivery to the Company, and 
2. contributing to the Radioactive Waste Fund established by this Act. 
Article 91 
A Radioactive Waste Fund shall be established under the Minister of Energy and En-
ergy Resources to finance activities associated with radioactive waste management. 
Article 92 
(1) The revenues of the Radioactive Waste Fund shall be raised from the following 
sources: 
1. contributions from legal entities and persons conducting activities resulting in 
the generation of radioactive waste under this chapter; 
2. national budget resources, allocated annually by the National Budget Act for the 
relevant year; 
3. interest accruing on the management of the financial resources raised in the 
Fund and on overdue payments of contributions referred to in Article 92(1)1 
above; 
4. donations and other contributions; 
5. other revenues accruing as a result of management of the financial resources of 
the Fund. 
(2) The revenues of the Radioactive Waste Fund shall be raised, accounted for and 
centralised in the Single Account System through use of a separate account, 
opened in the name of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources in the Bulgar-
ian National Bank. 
(3) The financial resources of the Fund shall be kept solely at the Bulgarian National 
Bank and shall be managed according to a procedure set forth for in a contract be-
tween the Management Board of the Fund and the Bank, approved by the Minister 
of Finance. 
(4) Any unutilised portion of the financial resources accruing under Paragraph 1, in-
cluding resources brought forward, shall be accounted for as off-balance sheet 
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items. Any such resources shall constitute an integral part of the Single Account 
and shall be expended solely in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
Article 93 
(1) The financial resources of the Fund shall be expended solely for the purpose of 
financing: 
1. the operation and financial management of the Radioactive Waste Company; 
2. other activities involving in radioactive waste management outside the activities 
of the Company, including research and scientific developments; 
3. decommissioning of radioactive waste management facilities; 
4. management of the Fund. 
(2) The expenditures covered under Paragraph 1 shall be included annually in the 
budget of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources and shall be assigned a 
separate payment code in the System for Electronic Budget Payments. 
Article 94 
(1) The procedure for assessing, collecting, spending and control of the financial re-
sources, as well as the amount of contributions due, shall be established by a regu-
lation adopted by the Council of Ministers on a motion by the Minister of Energy 
and Energy Resources and the Minister of Finance. 
(2) Contributions to the Fund by legal entities and persons conducting activities result-
ing in generation of radioactive waste shall be allowed as operating expense de-
ductible for taxation purposes regarding the generation of such radioactive waste. 
(3) The contributions under Article 92(1)1 shall be public state revenues, which shall 
be assessed and collected by the tax administration according to the procedure es-
tablished by the Taxation Procedure Code. 
(4) Legal entities financed by the national budget shall be exempt from payment of 
contributions under Article 92 (1)1. 
Article 95 
(1) A Management Board consisting of nine members, including the Chairman, shall 
manage the Fund. 
(2) The Minister of Energy and Energy Resources shall chair the Management Board. 
(3) The members of the Management Board shall be representatives of the Ministry of 
Energy and Energy Resources, the Ministry of Regional Development and Public 
Works, the Ministry of Environment and Waters, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry 
of Finance, the Ministry of Economy, the Nuclear Regulatory Agency and the Bul-
garian Academy of Sciences, designated by the competent ministers or governing 
bodies. 
(4) Any person, who has been sentenced for an offence or who is a spouse or a lineal 
or collateral relative up to the fourth degree of consanguinity or a relative by mar-
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riage up to the third degree of affinity to any other member of the executive bodies 
of the Fund and the Company, shall be ineligible for membership of the Manage-
ment Board. 
Article 96 
(1) The Management Board shall meet at least once every two months. 
(2) A Management Board meeting shall be considered lawful if not less than two-thirds 
of its members have been present, either in person or by proxy. A member present 
in person shall act as proxy for not more than one absent member, and must be 
authorised in writing for each particular meeting. 
(3) Decisions of the Management Board shall be made by open ballot and by a quali-
fied majority of two-thirds of the members. 
Article 97 
(1) The Management Board shall: 
1. adopt Rules of Organisation and Operation of the Fund; 
2. determine the allocation of financial resources for the operation of the Radioac-
tive Waste State-Owned Company, as well as for other activities included in ra-
dioactive waste management; 
3. control the proper expenditure of the financial resources in the Fund; 
4. adopt a draft budget, accompanied by a report and estimates specifying the 
particular revenues and expenditures of the Fund for each budget year; 
5. adopt a budget of the Company for each year; 
6. approve annual and triennial plans for operation of the Radioactive Waste 
State-Owned Company; 
7. conclude contracts for management of the financial resources of the Fund with 
the Bulgarian National Bank in co-ordination with the Minister of Finance; 
8. adopt periodic and annual reports on the operation of the Radioactive Waste 
State-Owned Company; 
9. submit annually a report on the Fund’s activities to the Council of Ministers; 
10. perform any other functions associated with the management of the Fund and 
of the Radioactive Waste State-Owned Company, in accordance with the appli-
cable statutory framework. 
(2) The draft budget of the Fund, as adopted by Management Board, shall be incorpo-
rated into the draft budget of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources and 
shall be submitted to the Ministry of Finance according to the procedure estab-
lished by the National Budget Procedures Act. 
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Annex 3 – Article 30 of the Treaty concerning the accession of 
the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union 
 
1. Bulgaria, having closed – in line with its commitments – definitively for subsequent 
decommissioning Unit 1 and Unit 2 of the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant before the 
year 2003, commits to the definitive closure of Unit 3 and Unit 4 of this plant in 2006 
and to subsequent decommissioning of these units. 
2. During the period 2007-2009, the Community shall provide Bulgaria with financial 
assistance in support of its efforts to decommission and to address the consequences 
of the closure and decommissioning of Units 1 to 4 of the Kozloduy Nuclear Power 
Plant. 
The assistance shall, inter alia, cover: measures in support of the decommissioning of 
Units 1 to 4 of the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant; measures for environmental upgrad-
ing in line with the acquis; measures for the modernisation of the conventional energy 
production, transmission and distribution sectors in Bulgaria; measures to improve en-
ergy efficiency, to enhance the use of renewable energy sources and to improve secu-
rity of energy supply. 
For the period 2007-2009, the assistance shall amount to EUR 210 million (2004 
prices) in commitment appropriations, to be committed in equal annual tranches of 
EUR 70 million (2004 prices). 
The assistance, or parts thereof, may be made available as a Community contribution 
to the Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund, managed by the Euro-
pean Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 
3. The Commission may adopt rules for implementation of the assistance referred to in 
paragraph 2. The rules shall be adopted in accordance with Council Decision 
1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the exercise of imple-
menting powers conferred on the Commission 1. To this end, the Commission shall be 
assisted by a committee. Articles 4 and 7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply. The 
period laid down in Article 4(3) of Decision 1999/468/EC shall be six weeks. The com-
mittee shall adopt its rules of procedure. 
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Annex 4 – Annual Report 2005, Kozloduy NPP 
 
 
Annex 5 – Annual Report 2005, Nuclear Regulatory Agency 
 
 
Annex 6 – Annual Report 2005, National Electricity Company 
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FINANCIAL STATUS
Finance-wise, 2005 was among the most difficult years for Kozloduy NPP. The company makes
92 percent of its revenues from selling electrical power. The balance is formed by the difference
between the sales income and the expenditures, or between sale price and cost price. 
Kozloduy NPP has been selling electricity on the deregulated market but production quotas
have been set by the state. Indeed, in 2005 the major part of our sales, 94.2 percent, was on
the regulated market at prices determined by the State Commission for Energy and Water
Regulation. Only 5.8 percent of the sales were made on the liberalized market at freely negoti-
ated prices, thus ensuring 8 percent of the income. The record-low regulated sale prices from
October 1, 2005 (enforced for one year) had a negative impact on the financial status of the
company. The extra income from above - plan sales and sales on the open market could not
make up for the losses due to the lower prices on the state-regulated market. Therefore,
Kozloduy NPP calculated a loss of BGN 27 million before taxes.
Regardless of the unfavorable financial conditions, the production plan was met together with
safety upgrades and fulfillment of obligations to trade partners, state budget, social funds and
personnel. This was possible thanks to well-structured business goals and successful manage-
ment of resources. 
The company undertook measures to optimize its expenditures but they could not fall below
certain levels that guarantee safe operation. 
Nuclear fuel 
management
30%
Decommissioning
fund and Safe
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Radioactive 
Waste Fund
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Units’ operation
and maintenance
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Kozloduy NPP fulfilled its obligations with regard to the spent fuel management; the cost of
activities related to spent fuel amounts to 12 percent of the operating costs structure. 
Since 1999, two special funds have been established: Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning Fund
and Safe Management of Radioactive Waste Fund. In 2005, Kozloduy NPP deposited in both
funds BGN 117.250 million, and BGN 1.329 million was taken from the funds for company needs.
Following a decision of the Council of Ministers, the installments to both funds were cut by half,
effective of January 1, 2007. 
According to the strategy for postponed decommissioning of Units 1 and 2 (with a 5-year license
for zero-power operation) the expenses for their maintenance are covered by the income from
operating Units. Only part of these expenses comes from the Nuclear Facilities Decommissioning
Fund. Kozloduy NPP uses only 1.5 - 1.7 percent of the decommissioning installments it has made
to the budget. 
The depreciation costs were increased by 4 percent in 2003-2005 due to implementation of var-
ious modernization measures on Units 5 and 6. 
The company fulfilled its obligations to the staff as required by relevant legislation. 
Kozloduy NPP paid a total of BGN 29.167 million to the social funds and met its duties to social
insurance, re-qualification and unemployment funds, health insurance funds, etc. The company
also paid BGN 8.369 million for additional insurances.
Kozloduy NPP paid taxes amounting to BGN 146.763 million.
In two consecutive years Kozloduy NPP has received the Big Taxpayer Award from the Financial
Ministry, which proves the great contribution to the state budget. 
Since January 2005, Kozloduy NPP has been applying the International Standards on Financial
Reports approved by the EU Commission. The financial report for 2004 was restated according
to these standards, too. 
The Balance Sheet and the Income Statement presented hereby reflect the financial status of
the company in a summarized form. Following the requirements of the Accountancy Act, the
full financial report will be also published on the Kozloduy NPP’s site www.kznpp.org. 
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BALANCE SHEET AS PER DECEMBER 31, 2005 (in thousands of BGN)
INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2005 (in thousands of BGN)
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OFÇTHEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMSÇAREÇOFÇPRIMARYÇIMPORTANCEÇFORÇTHEÇCONDITIONÇOFÇSAFETYÇOFÇEVERYÇNUCLEARÇPOWERÇPLANTÇ
.UCLEARÇFUEL
$URINGÇTHEÇ0!/ÇOFÇ THEÇTWOÇUNITSÇALLÇASSEMBLIESÇ THATÇHAVEÇWORKEDÇ INÇ THEÇPREVIOUSÇ FUELÇCYCLESÇWEREÇ
SUBJECTEDÇ TOÇ INDIVIDUALÇ INSPECTIONÇOFÇ TIGHTNESSÇ 4HEÇ CONTROLÇWASÇ CARRIEDÇOUTÇ THROUGHÇAÇ COMBINATIONÇOFÇ THEÇ
NEWLYÇINTRODUCEDÇSIPPINGÇMETHODÇANDÇTHEÇDESIGNÇMETHOD
4HEÇINDICATORÇFORÇNUCLEARÇFUELÇRELIABILITYÇ&2)	ÇOFÇUNITÇÇISÇBELOWÇTHEÇAVERAGEÇVALUEÇSTIPULATEDÇBYÇ7!./ÇFORÇ
ÇFORÇREACTORSÇOFÇTHEÇSAMEÇTYPEÇ&ORÇUNITÇÇFOLLOWINGÇREFUELLINGÇTHEÇINDICATORÇISÇAROUNDÇTHEÇAVERAGEÇVALUEÇ
ANDÇITSÇVALUEÇINÇTHEÇBEGINNINGÇOFÇTHEÇ88ÇFUELÇCYCLEÇISÇDECREASINGÇAROUNDÇÇTIMESÇASÇAÇRESULTÇOFÇTHEÇELIMINATIONÇ
OFÇUNTIGHTÇASSEMBLIESÇ"YÇTHEÇENDÇOFÇTHEÇYEARÇTHEÇ&2)ÇVALUESÇWEREÇRESPECTIVELYÇFORÇUNITÇÇeÇÇ"QGÇANDÇFORÇ
UNITÇÇeÇÇ"QG
#ONDITIONÇOFÇPRIMARYÇCIRCUIT
$URINGÇ THEÇ 88)Ç FUELÇ CYCLEÇ UNTIGHTNESSÇ OFÇ STEAMÇ GENERATORÇ Ç OFÇ UNITÇ Ç WASÇ REGISTEREDÇ FROMÇ PRIMARYÇ TOÇ
SECONDARYÇCIRCUITÇ-AINLYÇ )Ç ANDÇ +ÇWEREÇ REGISTEREDÇ INÇ ITSÇBLEEDÇWATERÇ FORMINGÇAÇ TOTALÇACTIVITYÇOFÇABOUTÇÇ
"QLÇ4HEÇCALCULATEDÇLEAKAGEÇFROMÇPRIMARYÇTOÇSECONDARYÇCIRCUITÇ INÇTHEÇSTEAMÇGENERATORÇISÇABOUTÇÇLHÇTHEÇ
PERMISSIBLEÇLIMITÇBEINGÇÇLHÇ)NÇTHEÇBLOWÇWATERÇOFÇTHEÇOTHERÇSTEAMÇGENERATORSÇOFÇUNITÇÇANDÇALLÇ3'ÇOFÇUNITÇÇNOÇ
RADIOISOTOPESÇINÇTHEÇPRIMARYÇCIRCUITÇWEREÇREGISTERED
4HEÇRANDOMÇLEAKSÇFROMÇTHEÇPRIMARYÇCIRCUITÇOFÇTHEÇTWOÇUNITSÇHAVEÇBEENÇDECREASEDÇTWOÇTIMESÇÇANDÇÇ
MDAYÇRESPECTIVELY	
4HEÇWATERÇCHEMISTRYÇREGIMEÇOFÇTHEÇPRIMARYÇANDÇSECONDARYÇCIRCUITSÇOFÇTHEÇUNITSÇHAVEÇBEENÇMAINTAINEDÇINÇ
ACCORDANCEÇWITHÇTHEÇREQUIREMENTSÇOFÇTHEÇTECHNICALÇSPECIFICATIONSÇANDÇTHEÇOPERATIONALÇINSTRUCTIONSÇ4HEÇPOSITIVEÇ
TRENDÇFORÇDECREASINGÇTHEÇCHEMICALÇ INDEXÇBYÇWHICHÇTHEÇQUALITYÇOFÇ THEÇMAINTAINEDÇWATERÇCHEMISTRYÇREGIMEÇ ISÇ
ASCERTAINEDÇCONTINUEDÇÇINÇÇANDÇÇINÇ	
#ONFINEMENTÇPREMISES
4HEÇSYSTEMÇOFÇCONFINEMENTÇPREMISESÇHASÇANÇINCREASEDÇFACTORÇOFÇTIGHTNESSÇCOMPAREDÇTOÇTHEÇINITIALÇDESIGNÇ
4HEÇNEWÇCRITERIAÇFORÇUNTIGHTNESSÇLESSÇTHANÇÇISÇBEINGÇFULFILLEDÇ$URINGÇTHEÇFUNCTIONALÇTESTSÇCARRIEDÇOUTÇÇ
ÇANDÇÇÇHAVEÇBEENÇREGISTEREDÇFORÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇRESPECTIVELY
&UNCTIONINGÇOFÇTHEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMS
4HEÇNUMBERÇOFÇDEFECTSÇFOUNDÇOUTÇINÇTHEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMSÇISÇÇÇLESSÇTHANÇINÇTHEÇPREVIOUSÇYEARÇ4HEREÇAREÇNOÇ
UNFULFILLEDÇSAFETYÇFUNCTIONSÇDURINGÇACTUALÇNECESSITYÇORÇDURINGÇTESTINGÇ4HEREÇAREÇALSOÇNOÇNONÇPLANNEDÇACTUATIONSÇ
OFÇTHEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMSÇ4HEÇTOTALÇTIMEÇDURINGÇWHICHÇTHEREÇHASÇBEENÇAÇNONFUNCTIONINGÇCHANNELÇFROMÇALLÇSAFETYÇ
SYSTEMSÇ ISÇ ÇÇOFÇ THATÇ FORÇ Ç 4HISÇ RESULTÇ ISÇMAINLYÇDUEÇ TOÇ THEÇ REPLACEMENTÇOFÇ REVERSIBLEÇ$'ÇWITHÇ STATICÇ
CONVERTORS
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4HEÇNUMBERÇOFÇUNPLANNEDÇACTUATIONSÇOFÇPROTECTIONÇBARRIERSÇINÇTHEÇMAINÇEQUIPMENTÇHASÇALSOÇBEENÇDECREASEDÇ
TWOÇTIMESÇCOMPAREDÇTOÇÇ4HEÇMAINÇCONTRIBUTIONÇFORÇTHISÇSUCCESSÇHASÇBEENÇTHEÇIMPLEMENTEDÇMODIFICATIONÇ
INÇTHEÇAUTOMATEDÇFUNCTIONSÇOFÇTHEÇMAINÇCIRCULATIONÇPUMPS
4HEÇCALCULATEDÇAVERAGEÇNONÇPREPAREDNESSÇOFÇDIESELÇGENERATORSÇFORÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇISÇABOUTÇÇWHILEÇTHEÇ
AVERAGEÇWORLDÇLEVELÇFORÇREACTORSÇOFÇTHISÇTYPEÇISÇÇACCORDINGÇTOÇ7!./	Ç4HEÇSAMEÇINDICATORÇFORÇTHEÇREMAININGÇ
SAFETYÇSYSTEMSÇISÇBYÇFARÇLOWERÇTHANÇTHEÇVALUESÇSTIPULATEDÇBYÇ7!./
)MPLEMENTATIONÇOFÇTHEÇMODERNIZATIONÇPROGRAMMES
4HEÇIMPLEMENTATIONÇOFÇSOMEÇACTIVITIESÇONÇSPECIFICÇPROGRAMMESÇFORÇMODERNIZATIONÇINÇTHEÇFRAMEWORKÇOFÇTHEÇ
INVESTMENTÇPLANSÇOFÇTHEÇ+OZLODUYÇ.00ÇONÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇCONTINUED
)NÇÇÇTECHNICALÇDECISIONSÇWEREÇIMPLEMENTEDÇANDÇINÇÇTHEÇIMPLEMENTATIONÇOFÇFURTHERÇÇTECHNICALÇ
DECISIONSÇWILLÇBEÇCONTINUEDÇ4HEÇMAJORÇPARTÇOFÇTHEÇTECHNICALÇDECISIONSÇWASÇIMPLEMENTEDÇDURINGÇTHEÇPLANNEDÇ
ANNUALÇOUTAGESÇOFÇTHEÇUNITSÇ&OLLOWINGÇTHEÇSTARTÇUPÇOFÇTHEÇUNITSÇTHEÇIMPLEMENTATIONÇOFÇAÇTECHNICALÇDECISIONÇ
FORÇSETTINGÇUPÇOFÇPOWERÇRELAYSÇOFÇ-#0ÇWASÇCARRIEDÇOUTÇWHICHÇIMPROVEDÇTHEIRÇOPERATIONALÇRELIABILITYÇ!ÇTECHNICALÇ
DECISIONÇFORÇADDITIONALÇSEISMICÇSTRENGTHENINGÇOFÇSPRAYÇDEVICESÇISÇBEINGÇIMPLEMENTED
4HEÇACTIVITIESÇONÇTHEÇMODERNIZATIONÇOFÇTHEÇSYSTEMSÇFORÇLOCALIZINGÇOFÇACCIDENTSÇHAVEÇBEENÇCOMPLETEDÇSYSTEMSÇ
FORÇ CONTROLÇ ANDÇMANAGEMENTÇ OFÇ HYDROGENÇ ANDÇ AÇ SYSTEMÇ FORÇ FORCEDÇ FILTERÇ VENTILATIONÇ OFÇ THEÇ SYSTEMÇOFÇ TIGHTÇ
COMPARTMENTSÇWHICHÇISÇCOMMONÇFORÇTHEÇTWOÇUNITSÇHAVEÇBEENÇIMPLEMENTED	Ç
4HEÇIMPLEMENTATIONÇOFÇSOMEÇOTHERÇMEASURESÇFROMÇTHEÇPROGRAMMEÇFORÇFUTUREÇACTIVITIESÇONÇSEISMICÇQUALIFICATIONÇ
OFÇ BUILDINGÇ CONSTRUCTIONSÇ TECHNOLOGICALÇ EQUIPMENTÇ ANDÇ DISTRIBUTIONÇ SYSTEMSÇ HASÇ BEENÇ DISCONTINUEDÇ !Ç
STATEMENTÇHASÇBEENÇSUBMITTEDÇTOÇTHEÇ.2!ÇACCOMPANIEDÇBYÇLOGICALÇSUBSTANTIATIONÇDEMONSTRATINGÇTHEÇMINIMALÇ
REMAININGÇRISKÇFROMÇTHISÇDECISIONÇ
.2!ÇREPORTÇ
/PERATIONALÇSAFETY
4HEÇDATEÇÇ$ECEMBERÇÇMARKEDÇÇYEARSÇWITHOUTÇACTUATIONÇOFÇ THEÇEMERGENCYÇ REACTORÇ SCRAMÇSYSTEMÇ
OFÇUNITÇÇ4HEÇ LACKÇOFÇSERIOUSÇ FAILURESÇOFÇ IMPORTANTÇSYSTEMSÇANDÇEQUIPMENTÇCERTIFIESÇ THEÇRELIABLEÇOPERATIONÇOFÇ
THEÇ TWOÇUNITSÇWHICHÇ CANÇBEÇ SEENÇ FROMÇ THEÇ
VOLUMEÇ OFÇ ELECTRICITYÇ PRODUCEDÇ THROUGHOUTÇ
THEÇYEARÇ)TÇISÇÇÇOFÇTHEÇTOTALÇPRODUCTIONÇ
OFÇTHEÇ.00ÇANDÇTHEÇINCREASEÇCOMPAREDÇTOÇLASTÇ
YEARÇ ISÇ ÇÇ $URINGÇ THEÇ YEARÇ THEREÇWASÇ
ONEÇSHUTÇDOWNÇOFÇ4URBINEÇ'ENERATORÇÇANDÇ
ONEÇUNLOADINGÇOFÇTURBINEÇGENERATORÇÇDOWNÇ
TOÇÇÇOFÇNOMINALÇPOWER
$URINGÇ THEÇ PASTÇ FUELÇ CYCLEÇ THEÇ LOADINGÇ
OFÇ THEÇ REACTORÇ COREÇ WITHÇ ASSEMBLIESÇ WITHÇ
INTEGRATEDÇ INÇ THEÇ FUELÇ BURNINGÇ ABSORBERÇ
GADOLINIUMÇ WASÇ GRADUALLYÇ INITIATEDÇ 4HESEÇ
HAVEÇ ZIRCONIUMÇ CONSTRUCTIONÇ WITHÇ ANÇ
INCREASEDÇMECHANICALÇRESISTANCEÇTHUSÇSOLVINGÇ
CONSTRUCTIONÇ ANDÇ PRODUCTIONÇ PROBLEMSÇ THATÇ
HAVEÇ OCCURREDÇ EARLIERÇ 4HEÇ ASSEMBLIESÇ AREÇ
WITHÇ AÇ LOWERÇ NEUTRONÇ LEAKAGEÇ ASÇ AÇ RESULTÇ
OFÇ REPLACEMENTÇ OFÇ STAINLESSÇ STEELÇ GRIDSÇ WITHÇ
ZIRCONIUMÇ SUCHÇ ANDÇ AÇ NUMBERÇ OFÇ OTHERÇ
ADVANTAGESÇ RELATEDÇ TOÇ THEÇ OPERATIONÇ ANDÇ
SAFETYÇOFÇTHEÇREACTORÇHIGHÇBURNUPÇUPÇTOÇÇ
-7DKG5ÇAÇPOSSIBILITYÇFORÇAÇÇYEARÇFUELÇCYCLEÇ
ANDÇMOREÇFLEXIBLEÇPATTERNSÇFORÇREFUELLING	
/NÇTHEÇBASISÇOFÇTHEÇOPERATIONALÇEXPERIENCEÇ
ANDÇ THEÇANALYSESÇOFÇ THEÇEFFECTIVENESSÇOFÇ THEÇ
CONTROLÇ RODSÇ THEÇ MONITORINGÇ ANDÇ COLLECTIONÇ
OFÇDATAÇONÇ THEIRÇ PERFORMANCEÇWILLÇ CONTINUEÇ
NAMELYÇMEASUREMENTÇOFÇFREEÇFALLÇSPEEDÇFORCESÇ
OFÇ FRICTIONÇENSURINGÇMINIMALÇPOWERÇPEAKINGÇ
FACTORSÇ ANDÇ CHOICEÇ OFÇ OPTIMALÇ PATTERNSÇ FORÇ
REFUELLING
&UNCTIONINGÇOFÇTHEÇPROTECTIONÇBARRIERS
.UCLEARÇFUEL
4HERMALÇANDÇMECHANICALÇLOADSÇOFÇTHEÇFUELÇASÇAÇRESULTÇOFÇTHEÇPOWERÇCYCLINGÇFORÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇFORÇÇAREÇLESSÇ
THANÇTHEÇDESIGNÇLIMITSÇ4HEREÇISÇNOÇSURPASSINGÇOFÇTHEÇLIMITSÇFORÇPERMISSIBLEÇLEVELSÇFORÇBURNÇUPÇPOWERÇPEAKINGÇ
FACTORSÇANDÇOTHERÇOPERATIONALÇLIMITATIONS
4HEÇMAINÇINDICATORÇFORÇTIGHTNESSÇOFÇTHEÇCLADDINGÇOFÇFUELÇELEMENTSÇINÇAÇWORKINGÇREACTORÇISÇTHEÇLEVELÇOFÇSPECIFICÇ
ACTIVITYÇOFÇTHEÇCOOLANTÇOFÇTHEÇPRIMARYÇCIRCUITÇACCORDINGÇTOÇSTANDARDÇISOTOPESÇ4HEÇRESULTSÇOFÇTHEÇRADIOCHEMICALÇ
ANALYSESÇ OFÇ THEÇ COOLANTÇ SHOWÇ VALUESÇ FARÇ LESSÇ THANÇ THEÇ LIMITÇ FORÇ NORMALÇ OPERATIONÇ ANDÇ CONFIRMÇ THEÇ RELIABLEÇ
OPERATIONÇANDÇCONDITIONÇOFÇNUCLEARÇFUEL
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$URINGÇTHEÇ0LANNEDÇANNUALÇOUTAGEÇeÇÇAÇMONITORINGÇWASÇCARRIEDÇOUTÇBYÇVIDEOÇCAMERASÇOFÇPARTÇOFÇTHEÇ
FUELÇ ASSEMBLIESÇ FORÇ THEÇ PURPOSEÇ OFÇ ASSESSMENTÇ OFÇ THEIRÇMECHANICALÇ STATEÇ 4HEÇ TIGHTNESSÇ OFÇ THEÇ CLADDINGÇ OFÇ
THEÇFUELÇELEMENTSÇOFÇALLÇASSEMBLIESÇREMAININGÇINÇTHEÇREACTORÇCOREÇHASÇBEENÇASSESSEDÇBYÇAÇSTANDARDÇMETHODÇ
!DDITIONALÇOPERATIVEÇCONTROLÇ ISÇ INTRODUCEDÇTHROUGHÇSIPPINGÇTESTÇWHICHÇWILLÇ FURTHERÇOPTIMISEÇ THEÇACTIVITIESÇONÇ
FUELÇCONTROL
#ONDITIONÇOFÇPRIMARYÇCIRCUIT
$URINGÇ THEÇ0LANNEDÇANNUALÇOUTAGEÇAÇPROGRAMMEÇ FORÇEDDYÇCURRENTÇ CONTROLÇOFÇ THEÇHEATÇEXCHANGEÇPIPESÇ
ANDÇTHEÇCOLLECTORSÇOFÇTHEÇSTEAMÇGENERATORÇWASÇCARRIEDÇOUTÇ.OÇINDICATIONSÇANDÇCRACKSÇWEREÇREGISTEREDÇINÇTHEÇ
COOLÇCOLLECTORSÇOFÇTHEÇINSPECTEDÇSTEAMÇGENERATORSÇOFÇTHEÇTWOÇUNITSÇ7ITHÇREGARDÇTOÇTHEÇHEATÇEXCHANGEÇPIPESÇOFÇ
THEÇ3'ÇAÇCONCLUSIONÇHASÇBEENÇMADEÇTHATÇNOÇINCREASEÇINÇTHEÇINDICATIONSÇISÇREGISTEREDÇANDÇTHEREÇAREÇPRACTICALLYÇ
NOÇPRECONDITIONSÇFORÇCORROSIONÇPROCESSESÇUNDERÇTHEÇREGIMEÇMAINTAINEDÇFORÇOPERATIONÇOFÇTHEÇ3'Ç4HEÇTIGHTNESSÇ
OFÇTHEÇPRIMARYÇCIRCUITÇISÇCONFIRMEDÇBYÇTHEÇGAMMAÇSPECTROMETRICÇMEASUREMENTSÇINÇTHEÇGENERALÇBLOWÇUPÇOFÇTHEÇ
STEAMÇGENERATORSÇWHEREÇNOÇ ACTIVITYÇ HASÇBEENÇ REGISTEREDÇ SURPASSINGÇ THEÇMINIMALÇ DETECTABLEÇ ACTIVITYÇ BYÇ THEÇ
MEASURINGÇDEVICES
4HEÇ CHEMICALÇ INDEXÇ ISÇ ANÇ INDICATORÇWHICHÇ REPRESENTSÇ THEÇ QUALITYÇ OFÇ THEÇWATERÇ CHEMISTRYÇ REGIMEÇDURINGÇ
OPERATIONÇWITHÇTHEÇPURPOSEÇOFÇDECREASINGÇTHEÇSPEEDÇOFÇCORROSIONÇOFÇTHEÇCONSTRUCTIONÇMATERIALSÇ4HEÇCALCULATEDÇ
VALUESÇFORÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇAREÇRESPECTIVELYÇÇANDÇÇTHEÇMAXIMUMÇPERMISSIBLEÇVALUEÇBEINGÇ#)MAXÇÇ	ÇANDÇ
SHOWÇANÇEVENÇANDÇPRECISELYÇKEPTÇREGIME
4HEÇRADIATIONÇCONTROLÇOFÇTHEÇNETWORKÇWATERÇINCLUDESÇCONSTANTÇAUTOMATEDÇRADIATIONÇCONTROLÇANDÇPERIODICALÇ
LABORATORYÇ CONTROLÇ $URINGÇ THEÇ REPORTEDÇ PERIODÇ NOÇ ACTUATIONÇ OFÇ SIGNALLINGÇ HASÇ BEENÇ REGISTEREDÇ PREVENTIVEÇ
THRESHOLDÇ ANDÇEMERGENCYÇ THRESHOLDÇONÇ THEÇ CONTROLLEDÇPARAMETERSÇ.OÇDEVIATIONSÇOFÇ THEÇ VOLUMEÇACTIVITYÇ OFÇ
SECONDARYÇCIRCUITÇANDÇTHEÇSYSTEMÇNETWORKÇWATERÇHAVEÇBEENÇREGISTEREDÇTOOÇ.OÇACTUATIONÇOFÇTHEÇINTERLOCKÇFORÇ
AUTOMATICÇSWITCHÇOFFÇOFÇTHEÇSYSTEMÇBECAUSEÇOFÇHIGHÇACTIVITYÇHASÇBEENÇREGISTEREDÇEITHER
#ONTAINMENTÇCONCRETE
4HEÇPRESTRAINEDÇSTATEÇOFÇTHEÇCONTAINMENTÇCONCRETEÇOFÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇDURINGÇOPERATIONÇISÇCONTROLLEDÇCONSTANTLYÇ
BYÇAÇSYSTEMÇFORÇAUTOMATICÇCONTROLÇ.OÇDEVIATIONSÇFROMÇTHEÇREQUIREMENTSÇFORÇMINIMUMÇPERMISSIBLEÇLEVELÇOFÇSTRAINÇ
FROMÇTHEÇDESIGNÇLEVELÇOFÇÇTONSÇHAVEÇBEENÇREGISTEREDÇ4HEÇRESULTSÇFROMÇTHEÇCARRIEDÇOUTÇMEASUREMENTSÇANDÇ
TESTSÇOFÇ THEÇCONTAINMENTÇOFÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇ SHOWÇTHATÇ THEYÇCORRESPONDÇ TOÇ THEÇ REQUIREMENTSÇOFÇ THEÇ TECHNICALÇ
SPECIFICATIONSÇANDÇCANÇCARRYÇOUTÇTHEIRÇDESIGNÇPURPOSEÇFORÇALLÇDESIGNÇREGIMESÇANDÇBEYONDÇDESIGNÇBASISÇACCIDENTÇ
&OLLOWINGÇ0!/ÇeÇÇTESTSÇFORÇTIGHTNESSÇOFÇTHEÇCONTAINMENTÇCONCRETEÇVOLUMESÇANDÇTHEÇELEMENTSÇTAKINGÇPARTÇ
INÇTHEÇSYSTEMÇFORÇLOCALIZATIONÇOFÇACCIDENTSÇHAVEÇBEENÇCARRIEDÇOUTÇ4HEÇCONCLUSIONSÇAREÇTHATÇTHEÇFAILURESÇDOÇNOTÇ
SURPASSÇTHEÇPERMISSIBLEÇVALUEÇÇPERÇDAY	
3TATEÇOFÇTHEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMS
4HEÇ INDICATORÇ FORÇ NONPREPAREDNESSÇ OFÇ THEÇ SAFETYÇ SYSTEMSÇ CHARACTERIZESÇ THEÇ CAPACITYÇ OFÇ THEÇ SYSTEMSÇ TOÇ
IMPLEMENTÇ THEIRÇ DESIGNÇ FUNCTIONSÇ ANDÇ THEÇ ASSESSMENTÇ OFÇ THEÇ EFFECTIVENESSÇ OFÇ THEÇ ACTIVITIESÇ ONÇMAINTAININGÇ
THESEÇ DESIGNÇ FUNCTIONSÇ 4HEÇ CALCULATEDÇ VALUESÇ OFÇ THEÇ SAFETYÇ SYSTEMSÇ eÇ 41Ç 486&Ç ANDÇ $'Ç SPRINKLERÇ
SYSTEMÇEMERGENCYÇCOOLINGÇLOWÇPRESSUREÇEMERGENCYÇFEEDWATERÇFORÇPRIMARYÇCIRCUITÇMEDIUMÇANDÇHIGHÇPRESSUREÇ
EMERGENCYÇFEEDWATERÇOFÇSTEAMÇGENERATORSÇSERVICEÇWATERÇFORÇCONSUMERSÇANDÇDIESELÇGENERATORS	ÇFORÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇ
HAVEÇPRACTICALLYÇZEROÇINDICATIONSÇ4HEÇEXTREMELYÇGOODÇVALUESÇSHOWÇTHEÇHIGHÇLEVELÇOFÇPREPAREDNESSÇOFÇTHEÇSYSTEMSÇ
TOÇCARRYÇOUTÇTHEIRÇFUNCTIONSÇINÇCASEÇOFÇNECESSITYÇWHICHÇISÇOWEDÇTOÇTHEÇGOODÇMAINTENANCEÇANDÇOPERATION
&AILUREÇOFÇAÇWHOLEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMÇHASÇNOTÇBEENÇREGISTEREDÇ3IXÇCASESÇHAVEÇBEENÇREGISTEREDÇINÇÇOFÇFAILURESÇ
OFÇSEPARATEÇCHANNELSÇOFÇTHEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMSÇTHEÇMAINÇFAILURESÇREGISTEREDÇAREÇMAINLYÇBREAKERS
4HEÇNUMBERÇOFÇUNPLANNEDÇACTUATIONSÇOFÇTHEÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMSÇREMAINSÇTHEÇSAMEÇeÇÇINÇALLÇFORÇTHEÇPASSEDÇYEARÇ
3EVENÇAREÇTHEÇCASESÇFORÇUNPLANNEDÇACTUATIONÇDUEÇTOÇHUMANÇFACTORÇDURINGÇPLANNEDÇANNUALÇOUTAGEÇINÇAÇSTATEÇ
OFÇSTOPPEDÇREACTOR
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)MPLEMENTATIONÇOFÇTHEÇPROGRAMMEÇFORÇMODERNIZATIONÇ0-	
)NÇ Ç THEÇ IMPLEMENTATIONÇ OFÇ THEÇ ENVISAGEDÇ MEASURESÇ FORÇ MODERNIZATIONÇ OFÇ THEÇ UNITSÇ CONTINUEDÇ ASÇ
WELLÇ ASÇ THEÇ DEVELOPMENTÇ ANDÇ IMPLEMENTATIONÇ OFÇ ADDITIONALÇ TECHNICALÇ DECISIONSÇ PLANNEDÇ INÇ THEÇ INVESTMENTÇ
PROGRAMME
/NEÇ HUNDREDÇ EIGHTYÇ ONEÇ TECHNICALÇ DECISIONSÇ WEREÇ
DEVELOPEDÇ INÇ Ç Ç OFÇ THEMÇ TEMPORARYÇ ANDÇ Ç
PERMANENTÇ 4HEÇ .2!Ç CHAIRMANÇ HASÇ ISSUEDÇ AÇ
PERMITÇFORÇTHEÇIMPLEMENTATIONÇOFÇÇTECHNICALÇ
DECISIONSÇRATEDÇASÇBEINGÇSAFETYÇSIGNIFICANT
5NTILÇTHEÇENDÇOFÇÇÇTECHNICALÇ
DECISIONSÇHAVEÇBEENÇIMPLEMENTEDÇANDÇ
REPORTEDÇBYÇANÇACTÇOFÇIMPLEMENTATION
$UEÇ TOÇ THEÇ LARGEÇ VOLUMEÇ OFÇ WORKÇ
ONÇÇOFÇ THESEÇ TECHNICALÇDECISIONSÇ THEYÇ
WILLÇ BEÇ IMPLEMENTEDÇ INÇ STAGESÇ ALONGÇ AÇ
NUMBERÇ OFÇ SUBSEQUENTÇ PLANNEDÇ ANNUALÇ
OUTAGES
4HEÇ DESIGNÇ MODIFICATIONSÇ DEVELOPEDÇ INÇ Ç
ACCORDINGÇ TOÇ STAGEÇ OFÇ IMPLEMENTATIONÇ AREÇ PRESENTEDÇ INÇ
THEÇFIGUREÇBELOW
$URINGÇTHEÇ0!/ÇTHEÇFOLLOWINGÇMAJORÇMEASURESÇWEREÇIMPLEMENTEDÇONÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇNAMELY
Ç )NSTALLATIONÇOFÇAUTOMATEDÇSYSTEMÇFORÇPROTECTIONÇFROMÇCOLDÇPRESSURIZATION
Ç -ODERNIZATIONÇOFÇTHEÇSYSTEMÇFORÇRADIATIONÇCONTROL
Ç Ç2EPLACEMENTÇOFÇ5#4-ÇUNIFIEDÇCOMPLEXÇOFÇTECHNICALÇMEANS	Ç!ÇCOMPLEXÇREALIZATIONÇISÇENVISAGEDÇTOÇBEÇ
CARRIEDÇOUTÇATÇSTAGESÇINÇTHEÇFRAMEWORKÇOFÇTHREEÇYEARSÇ!TÇTHEÇPRESENTÇMOMENTÇONLYÇTHEÇ5#4-ÇOFÇTHEÇSYSTEMÇFORÇ
NORMALÇOPERATIONÇOFÇUNITÇÇHASÇBEENÇREPLACED
Ç )NSTALLATIONÇOFÇAÇSYSTEMÇFORÇCONTROLÇOFÇTHEÇAPPEARANCEÇOFÇSTEAMGASÇMIXTUREÇANDÇCHANGEÇINÇTHEÇLEVELÇOFÇ
THEÇCOOLANTÇINÇTHEÇREACTORÇPRESSUREÇVESSEL
Ç !NALYSESÇOFÇTHEÇSYSTEMÇFORÇEMERGENCYÇFEEDWATERÇANDÇTHEÇPECULIARITIESÇOFÇTHEÇTECHNOLOGICALÇREGIMESÇOFÇ
THEÇSYSTEMÇFORÇMAKEÇUPÇWATERÇOFÇTHEÇSTEAMÇGENERATORS
Ç )NSTALLMENTÇOFÇFILTERINGÇVENTILATION
Ç )MPROVEMENTÇOFÇTHEÇRELIABILITYÇOFÇTHEÇRELAYÇPROTECTIONÇANDÇAUTOMATICSÇOFÇMAINÇELECTRICALÇPATTERN
Ç )MPROVEMENTÇOFÇTHEÇRELIABILITYÇOFÇBREAKERSÇK6
Ç )MPROVEMENTÇOFÇTHEÇRELIABILITYÇOFÇDIESELÇGENERATORSÇANDÇTHEIRÇPROTECTION
Ç 2EPLACEMENTÇOFÇANÇAUTOMATEDÇSYSTEMÇFORÇTURBINEÇCONTROL
3OMEÇMAJORÇMODIFICATIONSÇINÇTHEÇDESIGNÇOUTSIDEÇTHEÇ0ROGRAMMEÇFORÇMODERNIZATIONÇOFÇUNITSÇÇANDÇÇINÇÇ
WERE
Ç 2EPLACEMENTÇOFÇEQUIPMENTÇFORÇEMERGENCYÇSCRAMNONÇURGENTÇALARM
Ç 2EPLACEMENTÇOFÇ THEÇEQUIPMENTÇOFÇ THEÇ SYSTEMÇ FORÇMANAGEMENTÇOFÇ CONTROLÇ RODSÇWITHÇAÇMODERNIZEDÇ
VERSIONÇOFÇTHEÇSAMEÇEQUIPMENT
Ç -ODERNIZATIONÇOFÇAÇSYSTEMÇFORÇCONTROLÇANDÇMANAGEMENTÇOFÇPOLARÇCRANE
Ç 2ETRIEVALÇOFÇINFORMATIONÇFORÇACTUATEDÇDEFENSESÇc#LOSUREÇOFÇÇOUTÇOFÇÇSTOPÇVALVESÇOFÇTHEÇTURBINEÇWITHÇANÇ
IMPEDIMENTÇTOÇOPENÇSTEAMÇDUMPÇSYSTEMÇINTOÇCONDENSERÇ5NITÇ	
Ç )NTRODUCTIONÇOFÇANÇEMERGENCYÇPROTECTIONÇOFÇTHEÇREACTORÇc3WITCHINGÇOFFÇOFÇTWOÇTURBOÇFEEDINGÇPUMPSÇATÇ
AÇREACTORÇPOWERÇHIGHERÇTHANÇÇÇNOMINALÇPOWERÇWITHÇAÇHOLDÇUPÇPERIODÇOFÇUPÇTOÇÇSECONDSÇ5NITÇ	
ÇCOMPLETEDÇNONCOMPLETEDÇINÇAÇPROCESSÇOFÇIMPLEMENTATION
$ESIGNÇMODIFICATIONÇINÇÇACCORDINGÇTOÇSTAGEÇOFÇ
IMPLEMENTATION

.2!ÇREPORTÇ
Ç %NSURINGÇOFÇ SIGNALSÇ c#LOSUREÇOFÇÇOUTÇOFÇÇ STOPÇVALVESÇOFÇ THEÇ TURBINE~ÇANDÇ c3WITCHÇOFFÇOFÇGENERATORÇ
BREAKERSÇANDÇPOWERÇBREAKERÇFORÇTWOÇSETSÇOFÇUNITÇPOWERÇDISCHARGEÇDEVICE~Ç5NITÇ	
Ç -ODIFICATIONÇINÇTHEÇPATTERNÇFORÇCENTRALIZEDÇTESTINGÇOFÇSAFETYÇSYSTEMSÇPROTECTIONS
Ç %NSURINGÇOFÇSIGNALSÇFROMÇÇINDEPENDENTÇSENSORSÇFORÇTEMPERATUREÇINÇTHEÇPRESSURIZER
Ç 2EPAIRINGÇOFÇTHEÇSEALINGÇSURFACEÇOFÇPRIMARYÇSEALÇOFÇTHEÇREACTORÇOFÇUNITÇ
Ç #ONSTRUCTIONÇOFÇAÇNEWÇHEATÇEXCHANGEÇINSTALLATIONÇFORÇTHEÇTOWNÇOFÇ+OZLODUYÇANDÇOTHERSÇ
1  !"#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